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RESIDUES OF THE BOTT CLASS AND AN 
APPLICATION TO THE FUTAKI INVARIANT* 

TARO ASUKEt 

Abstract. The Bott class for transversely holomorphic foliations and the Futaki invariant for 
complex manifolds are discussed. The main tools are a generalization of Heitsch's residue and the 
integration of Cech-de Rham cochains introduced by Lehmann. It is shown that the Bott class 
admits a natural decomposition as a differential character in the sense of Cheeger and Simons. The 
decomposition implies that the real and the complex parts of the Futaki invariant have a certain 
difference from the viewpoint of dynamical systems. 

Introduction. In the theory of characteristic classes, so-called Chern-Simons 
classes are very important. In this paper, the Futaki invariant and more generally, 
the Bott class of transversely holomorphic foliations are studied. The Bott class is the 
most fundamental characteristic class for transversely holomorphic foliations. Here a 
foliation is said to be transversely holomorphic if its holonomy is written in terms of 
biholomorphic diffeomorphisms. The Bott class is a Chern-Simons class or Cheeger- 
Simons class for the complex normal bundle of the foliation. Under an additional 
assumption on the complex normal bundle, the definition of the Bott class becomes 
completely parallel to that of the Godbillon-Vey class. In this sense, the Bott class 
is a counterpart of the Godbillon-Vey class in the complex category. However, its 
properties are not yet well-understood. One of difficulties is that the Bott class is 
an element of C/Z-coefficient cohomology class. Indeed, the imaginary part can be 
written by a closed form and is easier to study, while the study of the real part often 
needs some additional techniques or notions, e.g. 77-invariants. In this paper, first 
we introduce a modified version of Cech-de Rham complex and show that a certain 
representative of the Bott class can be treated as a differential form (Definition 2.13 
and Theorem 2.19). This is based on the Chern-Weil theory on the Cech-de Rham 
complex found in [23]. There have been already some approaches to consider the 
de Rham cohomology with coefficients other than C or R [11], [21], where simplicial 
complexes are used. Under our formulation, the integration of Cech-de Rham cochains 
introduced by Lehmann [19] plays an essential role and it allows the construction to 
be elementary. 

One of the main results is a generalization of Heitsch's residue of the Bott class 
(Theorem 3.4). Combined with a structure theorem of complex codimension-one fo- 
liations due to Ghys-Gomez-Mont-Saludes, this residue gives a generalization of Du- 
mmy's theorem in a weak form (Corollary 5.4). As an application of the residue to 
higher codimensional foliations, the Futaki invariant is discussed. It is a group charac- 
ter defined on the groups of biholomorphic automorphisms of a complex manifold and 
is valued in C/Z. Given an automorphism a of a complex manifold M, one can natu- 
rally construct a foliated manifold M^ called the suspension, and the Futaki invariant 
is essentially the Bott class of this foliation. Calculations of the Futaki invariant of- 
ten involve the 77-invariant, which need some additional structures. The calculations 
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presented in this paper do not need such structures and they are elementary though 
its amount is larger. 

There is another type of residues based on a property of transversely Hermitian 
foliations, which is already introduced for the imaginary part of the Bott class in [2]. 
It is defined after showing a natural decomposition of the Bott class as a differential 
character in the sense of Cheeger-Simons [8] (Proposition 4.10, Definition 5.1). These 
two residues are in a similar relation as in the case of the imaginary part of the Bott 
class (Theorem 5.2). The decomposition is significant when the Futaki invariant is 
discussed. It gives in fact the decomposition of the Futaki invariant into the real and 
the imaginary parts, and it will be shown that the dependence of the real part of the 
Futaki invariant on the dynamics of the given automorphism is weaker than that of 
the imaginary part (Corollary 6.4). 

This paper is organized as follows. In the first section, a modified Cech-de Rham 
complex is introduced and some facts concerning differential characters are recalled. 
The second section concerns the Bott class of transversely holomorphic foliations. A 
cocycle representing the Bott class is defined and its several properties are also studied. 
In the third section, a generalization of Heitsch's residue is defined. Certain properties 
of the Bott class as a differential character is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concerns 
the complex codimension-one foliations. A structure theorem of Ghys-Gomez-Mont- 
Saludes [16] plays an important role and a version of Duminy's theorem is shown. 
In Section 6, the Futaki invariant is discussed. Finally, we present calculations of 
examples in Section 7. 

I am grateful for Professor Nakagawa for his interest in this work and comments 
on the Futaki invariant. 

1. A Cech-de Rham theory with coefficients in K/R. 

1.1.   Cech-de Rham cohomology. Let K be either C or R and let R be a 
discrete subgroup of iiT, where what in mind is the case where K = C and R = Z. 
Let M be a manifold without boundary. Fix a simple covering U = {Ui} of M and 
set C/zo,--.,ip = Ui0 fl • • • fl Uip. The Cech complex with coefficients in R is denoted 
by C*(u-R), where Cr{U',R) = {{cio,...,ir} \cio,..,ir e R}. Let u = {a;i0l...fip} be a 
collection of if-valued g-forms, where each uJi0l..^ip is defined on f/i0,...,ip. The linear 
space spanned by such collections is denoted by Ap,q(U). There are two derivations 
5 : A^(U) -* i4P+1'«(W) and d : A™(U) -+ A™*1^). First, d is just the exterior 
derivative. For an element cu = {wi0,... ,ip} of Ap,q(U)) 5 is defined by the formula 

p+i 

where za means the omission. Set Ar
K{U) =    0   Ap>q(U), then Ar

K(U) is equipped 
p+q=r 

with a product, denoted by U, determined by requiring 

(ci Uc2)ioil...ip+r = (-irXc!)*,...*,, A (c2)ip...ip+r e A^+'iU) 

for ci € AP^(U) and ca € Ar<s(U). We define mappings D': A™(U) -» ^+1'«(W) and 
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D" : Ap>q(U) -> Ap'q+1(W) by setting D' = 5 and D" = (-l)p<i, then the equations 

0'(ci U C2) = ^(ci) U c2 + (-IJ^ci U (U'ca), 

^'(d U ca) = ^(ci) U C2 + (-l)p+9ci U (U^ca), 

hold. We set D = D' 4- D", then JD is a derivation of ^(W) such that D2 = 0. 
The Cech complex is naturally a subcomplex of A*K(U), that is, D is naturally 

restricted to C*(U; R) and indeed equal to 5. Its cohomology is denoted by H*(M; R) 
and called as the Cech cohomology. On the other hand, the de Rham complex formed 
by K-valued global differential forms is also naturally a subcomplex of A*K (U). The 
cohomology is the de Rham cohomology and denoted by iT£R(M; K). 

Then the following is well-known 

THEOREM 1.1 (DE RHAM, WEIL [7]). IfK = C orK = R, thenH*(A*K{l(),D) 
is isomorphic to both H*(M',K) and H£R(M]K). 

In order to realize H*(M] K/R), the following complex is relevant. 

DEFINITION 1.2. Set 

We denote again by D the differential induced by the differential D of A*K{U). Note 
that if we set Ap^/R = A^'(U) for p ^ 0 and A0//R = A0'*(U)/C*(U;Z), then 

p+q=r 

The following theorem can be shown almost in a parallel way to show Theorem 
1.1, or by chasing diagrams. 

THEOREM 1.3. H*(A*K/R(U),D) is isomorphic to H*(M\K/R). 

An integration of cocycles in An(U) was introduced by Lehmann in [19], where 
n = dimM. Roughly speaking, the integration is given by the sum of the integrations 
by pieces called 'a system of honey-comb cells' adapted to U. Cocycles of degree 
other than n can be integrated via Poincare duality. The integration is known to be 
compatible with the usual integration of differential forms and pairing of cocycles with 
cycles. Moreover, the integration induces an integration of cocycles in A^/^U) valued 
in K/R. We use this integration when integrating cocycles in A*K(U) and A*K/R(U). 
Instead of introducing the precise definition, we give an example: 

EXAMPLE 1.4. Consider 51 as R/Z and let t be the natural coordinate. Let 
Uo = (-e,l/3-he), Ui = (l/3-e,2/3 + e) and U2 = (2/3-e,l + e) be an open covering 
of 51. A system of honey-comb cells for this covering is given by setting KQ = [0,1/3], 
Ki = [1/3,2/3] and K2 = [2/3,1]. Let LJ be the Cech-de Rham 1-cocycle given by the 
global 1-form dt. Then u is cohomologous to the cocycle c = {coi,ci2,co2} given by 
coi = C12 = 0 and C02 = 27r. The integration of u is given by 

/    dt\Uo + /   dtlu, + I    dt\U2 = 27r. 
JKQ JKi JK2 

; integration of c is given by 

/ coi + / C12 + / C02 = 0 + 0 + 2ir = 27r. 
JKoHK! JK1nK2 JKonKo 

iKo JKi JK2 

On the other hand, the integration of c is given by 
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Note that each Ki fl Kj is a point and the integration is just summation. This is 
in general the case, that is, the integration restricted to AdimM^{U) is always done 
by taking an appropriate sum. This is one of the most important reasons why the 
integration is well-defined for cocycles in A*K/R(U). 

The support of Cech-de Rham complex is defined as follows: 

DEFINITION 1.5. Let u — {^i0j... ,ip} be a Cech-de Rham (p,^)-cochain. Let / be 
the index set of the open covering U = {Ui} and set 

ILJ = {iel\ 3(ii, • • • ,ip) G P s.t. u;Ml,...,<, ^ 0} . 

The open set 

suppo; = [J U^ 

is called the support of u. Note that for globally defined differential forms, this support 
essentially coincides with the usual one by taking the covering fine enough. 

1.2. Differential characters and Cheeger-Simons classes. The notion of 
differential characters is introduced in [8] by Cheeger and Simons as follows: 

DEFINITION 1.6 [8]. Let Z^ and B^ denote the sets of fc-cycles and fc-boundaries. 
Let K be either C or fl, and let R be a subring of K. Set 

Hh(M; K/R) = {/ € Hom^, K/R) \ f\Bk can be represented by a fc-form} , 

where a /c-form is considered as a differential character via integration and then con- 
sider the value modulo R. The elements of Hk(M; K/R) is called a differential char- 
acter of degree k with coefficient in K/R. 

Elements of Hk(M] K/R) are naturally elements of Hk(M\ K/R). In particular, 
cocycles in Ak

KjR(}A) determine elements of Hk(M;K/R) via Lehmann's integration. 

It is known that the mapping Hk(M; K/R) -> Hk(M\ K/R) is injective. 
There are two important mappings Si : Hk(M;K/R) —► AQ

+1
(M) and 62 ■: 

Hk(M] K/R) ~+ Hk+l{M, R)% where Ag+1(M) denotes the set of closed forms on M 
whose periods lie in i?. These mappings are defined as follows: let / € Bk{M\K/R), 
then there is a real cochain T such that T\zk — f, where T — T mod R. By assump- 
tion, there is a (/i:+l)-form u and an i?-valued (A;+l)-cochain c such that Tod — u — c. 
One can then show that duj — 5c = 0. Noticing that T o d = UJ — c implies that the 
periods of u lie in R, we set <$i(/) = u and ^(Z) = [c] G Hk+l{M\ K/R). Note that 
if c is a cocycle in the modified Cech-de Rham complex A^jjfiA), Dc € C*"1"1^; R) 

and the mapping 82 is given by ^([c]) = — Dc G iZ'*+1(M; i2). 
We cite several facts found in [8] with adaptation to our use. 

THEOREM 1.7. Let r : H*(M',K/R) —► iJ*+1(M;i?) be the connecting homo- 
morphism, then 

1) 0 -> Hk(M;K/R) -> Hk{M\K/R) ^ A§+1(M) -> 0 is exact, and 
2) 82 restricted to Hk(M\K/R) coincides with — r. 
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THEOREM 1.8. Let P be a Chern polynomial of degree 2k, e.g. P = cf, and let 
a = {E1, M, V} be a triple of a principal \J(n)-bundle E, the base space M and a 
connection V. Then there is a unique element Sp(a) G H2k~1{M\R/Z) with the 
following properties, namely, 

1) *i(Sp(a)) = WV)), 
2) J2(Sp(a)) = P(a)etf2fc(M;Z), 
3) Sp{a) is functorial, namely, if ip : a —» a' is a bundle morphism, then 

<p*{SP{a')) = Sp{a), 
where R(V) is the curvature matrix ofV. 

COROLLARY 1.9. Assume moreover that P(R(V)) = 0 as a differential form, 
then Sp(a) belongs to H2k-1(M\ R/Z) and r(5p(a)) = -P(a) G iJ2fc(M; Z). 

Chern and Simons defined in [9] a differential form Tp(a) on E such that dTp(a) = 
7r*P(JR(V)), where TT : E -> M is the projection. If P(R(V)) = 0, then TP(a) G 
H2k~1(E]R). This class is called the Chern-Simons class. These classes are related 
as follows: 

THEOREM 1.10. Tr*Sp(a) = T^(a) G H^^iE-.R/Z), where T^~a) denotes the 
image of Tp(a) under the mapping H^^iE'.R) to H2k-1{E\R/Z). 

For a complex vector bundle V over M equipped with a connection, we set 
Sp(y) = Sp(E) and Tp(V) = Tp(E), where E denotes the associate principal bundle 
for V with the associated connection. 

2. Transversely holomorphic foliations and the Bott class. 

DEFINITION 2.1. Let M be a smooth manifold and let F — {LAJAGA be a family 
of immersed submanifold of M of codimension Iq. Let p — dimM — 2g and assume 
that   (J L\ = M.   The family T is called a transversely holomorphic foliation of 

A€A 
complex codimension q if there is an open covering \{Ji\ of M with the following 
properties: 

1) each Ui is homeomorphic to Vi x Sj, where Vi is an open set of RP and Bi 
is an open ball in C9, 

2) each connected component of L\ n Ui is of the form Vi x {z}, z £ Bi, 
3) under the identification in 1), the transition mappings are of the form (xi, Zi) i—> 

(tPjiizuZuZijiljiizi))) and 7jz is a local biholomorphic diffeomorphism. 
Each L\ is called a leaf and such a covering {C/i} is said to be adapted. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let (M, J7) and (N,g) be transversely holomorphic foliations 
of complex codimension q. A smooth mapping / : M —> N is a morphism from (M, J7) 
to (AT, £) if / maps leaves of J7 to the leaves of Q, and transversely holomorphic, that 
is, under the (local) identification of Definition 2.1, 2), / is of the form f(x,z) = 
(fi(x,z,z),f2{z)) with /2 being holomorphic. 

EXAMPLE 2.3. Let E be a fiber bundle over a complex manifold B with fiber 
a smooth manifold F, then the collection of the fibers is a transversely holomorphic 
foliation of E. 

EXAMPLE 2.4. (SUSPENSION) Let M be a complex manifold and let a be a 
biholomorphic diffeomorphism of M. On M x i?, there is a natural foliation by {z} x i2, 
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which is transversely holomorphic. This foliation is invariant under the mapping 
(z,t) H-> (cr(z),t + 1) and induces a natural foliation of Ma = M x [0, i]/(z,0) ~ 
(cr(z), 1). The induced foliation To- is clearly transversely holomorphic. This type of 
foliations are called suspensions and used in defining the Futaki invariant (see Section 
6). 

For other constructions of examples, see [16] for instance. 
The following bundles are needed for defining secondary classes. 

DEFINITION 2.5. Let E be the complex vector subbundle of TM <S> C defined as 
follows. Let (xi,Zi) is a local coordinate as in Definition 2.1 (note that Xi and Zi are 

possibly not a single variable).  Then one can locally speak of -— € TF ® C and 
OXi 

-^— G TM ® C. As the foliation is transversely holomorphic, 7— is mapped to a 
ozi dzi 

linear combination of -r— modulo TT7 ® C by the transition functions.  Hence the 
dzj 

bundle locally spanned by —— and 7^- over C is well-defined, which we call E. The 
OXi OZi 

quotient bundle Q1,0^) = TM (g) C/E is called the complex normal bundle of J7. 
Finally, set — Kj? = A9Q1'0(^r) and call it the anti-canonical line bundle, where q is 
the complex codimension of J7. 

Note that a morphism from (M, P) to (JV, Q) induces a bundle morphism from 
Q1-0^) to Q^iG). 

Associated with a transversely holomorphic foliation J7, there is a special kind of 
connections. A definition adapted to the Cech-de Rham complex is given in later, and 
we now give a usual definition: 

DEFINITION 2.6. A connection V of —Kj? is said to be a Bott connection if 
Vx^ = £xy for any local sections X of E and Y of —Kj?. 

The notion of Bott connections is well-defined because E is involutive. It is easy 
to see that Bott connections always exist by arguments using a partition of unity. If 
the complex codimension of J7 is equal to one, the above condition is rewritten as 
VxY = ^[X, V], where TT : TM ®C-*E denotes the projection and Y is any lift of 
Y to TM 0 C. 

One of the most important properties of Bott connections is the following 

THEOREM 2.7 (BOTT VANISHING THEOREM [6]). Let T be a transversely holo- 
morphic foliation of complex codimension q. Let V be a Bott connection and P be a 
Chem monomial of degree greater than 2q, e.g. P = cf+1. Then P(i?(V)); the mono- 
mial P evaluated by the curvature form i?(V) of V, is equal to zero as a differential 
form. 

Classically, the Bott class is defined for the foliation with —Kj? — 0 as follows 
[6]. First, let a; be a trivialization of K?, which is a 1-form such that kero; = 
{X G TM 0 C| ixw = 0} = E, where ix denotes the interior product by X. By 
the Frobenius-Nierenberg theorem, there is a 1-form £ such that dhj = — £ A a;. This £ 
can be seen as a Bott connection, and the differential form (—27r\/—T)-9--^ A {dC)q 

is closed. The class represented by this differential form is called the Bott class and 
denoted by Bottg(Jr). In the following, we explain the definition of the Bott class in 
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the case where —Kp ^ 0 and give a representative of Bq{!F) in terms of the Cech-de 
Rham complex. 

We begin by listing the properties of the classical Bott class. Noticing that 
(—2'K\f^l)~1d() represents the image of ci(—K?) in H2(M; C), we see that the Bott 
class is the pull-back of the Chern-Simons class T^+i (—Kp) by the trivialization, 
where — K? is equipped with any Bott connection. It is known that the imaginary 
part of the Bott class is well-defined even if —Kj? ^ 0, that is, there is a well-defined 
element IBq(F) of H2q+l(M',R) such that IBq{T) = ImBott^) if -X> = 0. A 
definition of IBq^) will be given in Section 4 (Theorem-Definition 4.2). 

In view of these facts, the Bott class is now defined as follows (cf. [13]): 

DEFINITION 2.8. The Bott class is the Cheeger-Simons class Scq^i{-K^) for 

Ci+1 of — Kjr equipped with any Bott connection. It is an element of i?29+1(M; C/Z) 
and denoted by BgiT). Equivalently, Bq(!F) is the unique element of if29+1(M; C/Z) 
with the following properties: 

1) The real part of Bq(T) is the Cheeger-Simons class for cf"1"1 of — K? equipped 
with any Bott connection. It is an element of H2q+1{M\ R/Z) which satisfies r{Bq{Jr)) • 
—Ci^—Kjr)^1 and which is functorial under the morphism between transversely holo- 
morphic foliations, where r is the connecting homomorphism as in Theorem 1.7. 

2) The imaginary part of B^T) is equal to IB^F). 

It is well-known that B^J7) is independent of the choice of Bott connection. This 
fact will been shown in a more precise version in Lemma 2.16. 

In general — K? ^ 0 and the class cf4" (—Kr) can have a torsion part. The 
following example is a modification of the ones found in [17] and [22]. 

EXAMPLE 2.9. Let k be an integer greater than 2 and denote Zm by Z/mZ, 
where Z/mZ is considered as {t G C \ t171 = 1}. Define a Zm-action on S'2fc-1 x CP1 

by t(x, [ZQ : si]) = (to, [r1^ : *i]). Let M = (S2*-1 x CP^/Zm and U = {S2^1 x 
C)/Zm, where C = {[z : 1]} C CP1, then M is naturally equipped with a foliation 
whose leaves are (S2*^1 x {[ZQ : Zi]})/Zm. We denote this foliation by J7, then 
J7 is naturally restricted to U. Note that U is a line bundle over the Lens space 
L(m; 1) = S2k~1/Zm and that it is isomorphic to the complex normal bundle of J7 

pulled back by the inclusion of L(m; 1) x {[0 : 1]} into M. On the other hand, the 
projection from M to L(m; 1) induces an injection from H*(U', Z) = H*(L{m\ 1); Z) 
to iJ*(M; Z). Hence it suffices to see that ci(f/)2 has a torsion part. This is seen as 
follows. First notice that [x, z) —> ([x],zx) gives the embedding of U to L(m; 1) x Cfc, 
where the bracket means the equivalence class. It follows that U is the pull-back of 
the tautological bundle over CPk~1 by the natural projection, which we denote by TT. 

As TT* is the projection from Z to Z/mZ in degree 4, ci(U)2 is its generator. 

Now we begin to write down the Bott class in terms of the Cech-de Rham complex. 
We adopt the following 

NOTATION 2.10. 
1) A Cech-de Rham cochain is expressed by omitting indices of local forms, for 

example, the cochain {Q} is denoted by ( and vice versa. 
2) If / is a Cech-de Rham (p, 0)-cochain, namely, a family of locally defined func- 

tions, we denote by log/ the (p,0)-cochain defined by (log/)^,...,,   = log(/i0j...,i ). 
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Here we assume that fi0,...,ip is non-zero and that its logarithm is well-defined by 
taking refinements of covering and choosing a branch. 

Let U = {Ui} be an adapted covering. Assume that — Kjr is trivial when restricted 
to each Ui and let e^ be a trivialization on Ui. Let {5^} be a family of non-zero 
functions such that e* = 5^6^. Let V* be a Bott connection defined on Ui and let Q 

         — rl/y • -        <-«- — 

be its connection form with respect to e*. Write Q — d = —^3-^- 4- /J^-, then each Z?^- 

is of transverse type-(l,0), that is, /3^ is written in terms of dzj. 
We use the following normalized cochains. 

DEFINITION 2.11. Let Q, a^- and /3^ as above. Consider them as Cech-de Rham 
cochains and define other cochains as follows: 

c = 27r> 

logo; ■ 

da 
a 

0: 

2iry 

27r> 

27rV-L 

27r 

log a, 

da 
a 

8 log a = 5 log a. 

da * 
Note that dloga = — as cochains.   Note also that 6 is a Cech 2-cocycle which 

a„ 
represents ci(—Kj?) in H2{M\ Z) by definition. 

The following properties of these cochains are useful. 

LEMMA 2.12. 
1) d^i is a linear combination of the differential forms such as u A dz!?, where 

OJ is some I-form. 
2) The following equations hold: 

«(f)-»-o. 
SdC = dSC = dp. 

3)  The cochain d£ + (3 is cohomologous to 0.  More precisely, D(( — log a) = 
dt + p-e. 

Proof. The first part follows directly from the definition of the Bott connection 
(cf. [6]). The part 2) follows from straightforward calculations. The last claim is 
also shown by a simple calculation.  We present it for explaining how differential of 
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cochains are computed. By definition Dff(loga) = —dloga. Hence 

r^/^ x        da da 
D(C - log a) = + /? + dC - Sloga + — 

a a 

The following cocycle will represent the Bott class. 

DEFINITION 2.13. Let V = {VJ be a family of local Bott connections and 
e = {ej be a family of local trivializations as above. We define a cochain Bq(V, e) in 
AQ(U) by the formula 

B<?(V,e) = (C-loga)U(dC + /3)<7 

-f-eu(C-loga)U(dC + /3)(?~1 

+ ... + 0gU(C-loga). 

The image of Bq(V, e) in Ac,z(U) is also denoted by Bq(V,e). 

We will show that Bq(V, e) indeed represents the Bott class in #2<Z+1(M; C/Z). 
The following cochain is useful for this purpose: 

DEFINITION 2.14. Let 0, and ft' be cocycles in A^iU) and let a; be a cochain 
in A'g1-1^) such that DLJ = Q7 - ft. We set 

, y ft^-1 + ft U u U ft/fc-2 + • • • + ft*"1 U u     if k> 1, 

if Jfe = 1. 
ACll(n'Mifc) = (C4;l 

LEMMA 2.15.  The cochian A^ft'^ft*1) ftas the following properties: 
1) JDAu;(ft,fc,ftfc) = ft,fc-ftA;. 
2) Au;(ft//c+1,ft/2+1) = Au;(ft/fc,ftfc)Uft, + ftfcUa; = a;Uft,/c + ftUAa;(ft/fc,ft/c). 

The proof is straightforward and omitted. We now show the following 

LEMMA 2.16.   The cochain Bq(V,e) has the following properties: 
1) DBq(V,e) = -e«+1 in A*C(U). 
2) Let e and e' be families of local trivializations. Define cochains £, d£, loga; 

P and 9 by using e and £', d^7, logo;', /?' and 6' 6?/ e'. Le^ ^ = {^} 6e tte family of 
non-zero functions satisfying e,

i = giCi. We assume by taking refinements of coverings 
that each loggi is well-defined. 

Under these assumptions, there is a cochain v G C*(U', Z) such that & — 0 = Dv, 
and if we set 

a. = ^Tr^)-1^ U (log^) U (dC + P)q-\ 

pk = A„(e,fc+1,e*+1) u (C - log a') u (dc + p)q-k-\ 

for i = 0, • • • , q and k = 0,1, • • • , q — 1, then 

q q-l 

Bq(V, e') - Bg(V, e) = £ Da* + ^ Dpfc 

z=0 fc=0 

/io/d5 in ^^/^(W). 
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3) Let V = {Ci} and V = {(,[} be families of local Bott connections and let /3, 
ft'', d( and d(f be corresponding cochains. 

Define a cochain 7 = {7^} by setting 7* = (!■ —&, then Dj = (d^ + ft) — (d^ + fi). 
If we set, for k = 0, • • • , q — I, 

uk = @kU (C' - log a) U A_7((dC + (3)q-k, (dC + 0)"-% 

then Bq(V\ e) — Bq(V, e) = Duo H h Du)q-i as cocycles in AQ(U). 

Hence the cocycle Bq(V,e) represents a cohomology class in H2q+1(M;C/Z) which 
is independent ofV and e. 

REMARK 2.17. The independence of the class can be deduced from general 
properties of Cheeger-Simons classes without writing down the cochains such as cr*, 
pk and tdf- (cf. Proposition 7.3 of [8]), but their explicit forms are needed for defining 
the residue in the next section. More precisely, we need the following properties: first, 
the support of Uk in 3) is contained in a neighborhood of the set where V 7^ V, 
because 7 = 0 if V = V. Second, the support of cr^ and pk in 2) is contained in a 
neighborhood of the set where e ^ e'. 

Proof of Lemma 2.16. Since D{C - log a) = (d( + 0) - G by Lemma 2.12, the 
cochain Sg(V,e) is equal to A(c_loga)((dC + /?)9+1, Q^1). As (dC + /3)9+1 = 0 by the 
degree reason in the transversal direction, DBq(V,e) = — Qq+1. 

Now we show 2). Let e/ be another family of local trivializations and define 
cochains as in the statement. These cochains are related as follows. First, 5^- = 
g^a^gj. Hence there is a family v = {z^-} of integers such that log 5' — log 5 = 
—Slogg + (—27ry/—i)iy.   Dividing the both hand sides by (—27rv/—T), we see that 

log a' — loga = -(—27r\/^T)~1Jlog^ + ZA On the other hand, d = & + 
27rv/zT 9i 

and d(' = d(^. It follows from these relations that ft = /?, 0' = 9 + 5u and C ~ C ~ 
logo/4-log a = (—27r\/^T)~1£)logp —1/. We now have the following equation, namely, 

Bq(V,e')-Bq(V,e) 

=((-2nVZ:l)-1D\ogg-v)U(d(;+f3)<1 

+ 6 U ((^TrV^I)-^ logp - v) U (dC + Py-1 

+ (6' - 9) U (C' - log a') U K + /3)9-1 

+ O2 U ((-27rN/^l)-1£>log5 - u) U (dC + (3)q~2 

+ (G'2 - e2) u (c - log a') u (dc+py-2 

+ • • • + Qq U ((-27rV/:il)-1-Dlog5 - u) 

+ --- + (G'9-e<?)U(C/-loga'). 

On the other hand, as dg + /?' = dC, + (3, 

Dpk =(e'fc+1 - 0fc+1) U (C - log a') U (dC + P)g~k~1 

- Av(Q'k+1, ek+1) U (dC + /3)9~k 

+ Av(G'k+1, ek+1) U 0' U (dC + /3)9-fc-1. 
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Hence, by 2) of Lemma 2.15, 

Bq(V,ef) - B,(V,c) -^Dvi - J^^Pk = AI/(e
,«+1,e'+1). 

2=0 /c=0 

The right hand side belongs to C*(U; Z) because it is a combination of v, Q' and 0. 
This completes the proof of the part 2). 

Finally we show the part 3). Fix a family of local trivializations e = {e^} and 
let V7 be another family of local Bott connections, and define cochains as in the 
statement. As V and V are Bott connections, 7$ is of transverse type-(1,0). By 
comparing cochains, we see that (3' — (3 + 5j and D7 = d£' — d( + (3f — (3. On the 
other hand, we have the following equation: 

Duk = - efc+1 U A_7((dC + /3)q-\ (dC + Pf)q-k) 

+ eku (dC + /T) u A_7((dc + (3)q-\ {dC + (3')q-k) 

-QkU (C - log a) U ((dC + P)q-k - (dC + py-1*) 

Noticing that (df + /3')k U 7 U (dC + (3)q~k = 0, we see that B^V, e) - Bq(V, e) = 
DUJQ H + Dujq-i. This completes the proof. □ 

DEFINITION 2.18. The cocycle Bq(V,e) is called the Bott cocycle with respect 
V and e. 

THEOREM 2.19. The Bott cocycle represents the Bott class in H2q+1(M]C/Z). 
That is, if we denote by B the class represented by the Bott cocycle, then 

1) The real part of B is the Cheeger-Simons class for Cj[+1 of —Kjr equipped 
with any Bott connection. 

2) The imaginary part of B coincides with IBq (J7). 
Moreover, if —Kj? = 0, then Bq^) = Bott^J7)  mod Z. 

Proof. The first claim is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.16. In order to show the 
second claim, we compute Bq(V, e) — Bq(V, e) for a suitable choice of V and e. First 

write ei = fiir^ A • • • A -^-g. As — K? 0 (—Kp) is always trivial, we may assume that 

1^1   = 1^ o ipij) det72'| . Hence each fi can be assumed to be a positive real valued 
function and we may assume that fj = (/^ o^) |det7^|. It follows by definition that 

det7z
/
7- 

ai7 = l TT- We may also assume that V is a global Bott connection. Then /? = 0 
Ideftfjl 

/7Q/   _ _ 

and <SC = •  Note that loga - log a = 0, <5(C -0=0 and <J(dO = <J(dO = 0, 

where the sign is due to the normalization we made. Note also that 

D(CUC) = -— uc + Cu — +dcuc-cudc a a 
(fry _ _ _ 

= — u(C-C) + CudC-CudC, a 

because 

\ a a J ij aij aij aij aij aij 
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Let Jfc and Jk be the cochains defined by 

4 =Qi u (C - log a) - O9 U (C - log a) 

+ O"-1 U (C - log a) U dC, - G9"1 U (C - loga) U rfC 

+ ••• 
+ e''-fc u (c - loga) u (dc)k - eq-k u (c - ioga) u (dc)fc> 

jfc = e?-^ u (c - c) u ((dC)* + (^C)*"1 u dc + ■ ■ ■ + (dc)fc) • 

It suffices to show that Ik and Jk are cohomologous, because Iq = 5q(V, e) — Bq(V, e) 
and Jg = —2IBq(F) (see Definition 4.1 and Theorem-Definition 4.2). Here we used 
the fact that rj + fj = 0 under our choice of a. 

The claim is shown as follows. First, 

Now set 

then 

Jo - Q9 U (C - loga) - e9 U (C - loga) 

= e«u(c-c) 
= Jo. 

(dC, rfC)fc =(rfC)fc + (dC)*-1 U (dC) + ■ ■ ■ + (dOk, and 

Wfc = - O"-* U loga U (C - C) U (dC, ^C)*"1 

+ e«-*ucu(-c)u(dc,dc)fc-1, 

Dcuk = - e9-fc+1 u (c - 0 u (dc, do"-1 

+ e«-* u — u (C - 0 u (dC, dC)*-1 

a 
+ G9-* U loga U ((dC)fc - (dC)fe) 

a _ 
+ e9-* U (-C U dC + C U dC) U (dC, dCY 

= _ e9-fc+1 u (c - C) u (dc, dcf-1 

+ G9-fe U loga U ((dC)fe - (dC)fc) 

- G9-* U (C U dC - C U dC) U (d<, dC)*-1. 

On the other hand, 

QQ-k u (£ _ loga) u (^)fe _ Qg-k u^_ i^) y ^jfc 

= e9-fe U (C U (dC)fc - C U (dOfc) 

- e9-fe U log a U ((dC)fe - (dC)fc). 

It is straightforward to see that 

(-C u dC + C u dC) u (dC, dC)'5-1 + C u (dC)fc - C u (dOk = (C - C) u (dC, dC)k. 
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Hence Ik + DUJI -f • • - + Dujk = Qq~k U (C - C) U (dC, ^C)^- This completes the proof 
of 2), 

Finally, assume that — JCJF — 0, then choosing e as a global trivialization, we 
may assume that log a = 0. On the other hand, assuming that V is a global Bott 
connection, /3 = 0, Then i?g(V, e) = CU^C)9- Taking the normalization into account, 
the proof is completed.        D 

It is worth mentioning that there is a natural choice of families of local connections 

and local trivializations. Let e* = TTT A •«• A ^r-^, then an = det7^-. Now choose 
az} ozj J %d 

0i = 0 as a local Bott connection: £ = {Oj, then /3 is by definition given by /^ = 

 ^^—^2. — ==:dlogdet7L, Thus we obtained the following: 

COROLLARY 2,20.  The Bott class Bq^) is represented by the cocyde 

- (-*27rV'~L)-g-1 logdet7^ U (dlogdet7t
/
j)

g 

- {-2'KV^iyq-1(5\ogdet^ij) U (logdet7^) U (dlogdet7^)^1 

 (-27rV^I)-"g-"1(51ogdet7^)9 U (logdet^-). 

REMARK 2.21. The imaginary part of the above formula has already appeared 
in [1]. 

3. Residue. A residue of the Bott class together with the notion of T-vector 
field is first introduced by Heitsch [18]. They can be generalized as follows. 

DEFINITION 3.1. A vector field X is said to be a JT-vector field for J7 if X is 
defined on an open set, say Ox, and [25,X] C E on Ox- This condition implies that 
J7 and X form a transversely holomorphic foliation of complex codimension q — 1 on 
the open set M\Zx, where Zx = {X € 25} U (M \ Ox)- We denote this foliation by 
Fx- Note that Zx is saturated by leaves of J7 if Ox is also. 

In terms of the local coordinates as in Definition 2.1, the above condition is 
rephrased as follows: let (x, z) = ((a:1,--- ,a;p), (21, • • • ,zq)) be a local coordinate 
as in Definition 2.1, then X is a J1-vector field for J7 if X is locally of the form 

Y^fj(x^z^)g-J +Y,9a(z)-7r^ + J2kb(x,z,z)-^ with QaS being holomorphic, and 

Zx = {X = 0 when projected to QC?7)} U (M \ Ox). 

DEFINITION 3.2. Let X be a T-vector field for J7. A Bott connection V of -K? 
is said to be a basic X-connection for J7 supported off U if V is a Bott connection 
for Fx on a neighborhood U of M \ Zx- In particular, Vxs = Cxs on U, where Cx 
denotes the Lie derivative by X. Basic X-connections are usually denoted by Vx. 

Note that we may assume, if necessary, that Vx is globally defined by using a 
partition of unity. Then it is a basic X-connection for J7 supported off U in the sense 
of Heitsch [18]. 

Let X be a T-vector field for J7 and let Ux be an open neighborhood of Zx- 
Suppose that there is an open neighborhood U of M \ Ux on which a trivialization 
eu of —Kjr exists. Let U be an open covering of M which is a refinement of {[/, Ux}- 
Now let Vx be a basic X-connection supported off U and let e = {e^} be a family 
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of local trivializations such that e* = eu if Ui C U. Then, Bq(V
x^e) = 0 as cocycles 

on U because the cochains log a and 6 are zero on U and (dC + (3)q = 0 by virtue of 
the Bott vanishing theorem for Fx- Therefore, the cocycle Bq(V

x,e) determines an 
element of H^+1(M, M \ Ux\C/Z), or H^iUx! C/Z). 

DEFINITION 3.3. Let X be a basic /"-vector field for F, eu be a trivialization 
of — Kp on a neighborhood U on M \ Ux> Let Vx be a basic-X connection for J7 

supported off U and e be a family of local trivialization as above. We set 

ie8Bq(r,X,e) = [^(Vx,6)] € H2^1 (Ux;C/Z) 

and call it the residue of the Bott class at Ux with respect to X and e. 

The residue has the same properties as the original one: 

THEOREM 3.4. The residue resBq^^X^e) is independent of the choice ofVx. 
Precisely speaking, the residue is determined by X, the restriction of T to Ux and the 
homotopy type of e on U. If Ux = Ui U • • • U Ur is the decomposition of Ux into its 
components, then the residue of the Bott class at each Ui is well-defined as an element 
of H^*1 (Ui] C/Z) for each i.   If we denote the residue by iesBq(J

:',X,e)i, then 
r 

53 Li*iesBq(J
r,X,e)i = B^J7), where L^ denotes the mapping from H2^1 (Ui] C/Z) 

2=1 

to H2q+l(M\C/Z) defined as the extension by zero. 

Proof Let Vf and Vjf be two basic X-connections, then Bq(Vi) - B^V*) 
is of the form ^.Du;^, where uJk is given by 3) of Lemma 2.16. The Bott vanishing 
theorem for Fx shows that c^o = 0 on U. If k > 1, then Uk = 0 on U because 0 = 0 on 
U. Hence Bq(Vi ,e) and S^V^e) determine the same compact cohomology class. 
Let now e and e' be two trivializations of —Kj: on [/, then Bq(V, ef) — Bq(V, e) is of 
the form Y^Dvi + YjDPk as in 2) of Lemma 2.16. If we assume that e and e' are 
homotopic on [/, then the cochain v must be equal to zero by continuity. Hence cr^, 
i > 0, and all pkS are zero. The equation CTQ = 0 holds again by the Bott vanishing 
theorem for Fx- The rest of the claims are now clear. □ 

REMARK 3.5. The residue is in fact an element of |imH2q+l(UY\ C/Z), where 
Ux runs through the open sets with the properties that Ux 3 Zx and that there 
is a trivialization ex on a neighborhood of M \ Ux- The partial order is defined by 
(Ux, ex) > (U'xi ex) ^ Ux C U'x and e'x is the restriction of ex- 

The residue resB^F^X^e) is the mod Z-reduction of Heitsch's residue. 

PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume that there is a global trivialization e of — Kj? and let 
X be a F-vector field for T, then Y^sBq(T,X,e) = res^q^,X, e) mod Z, where 
res^c?^,X, e) is Heitsch's residue defined in [18]. 

Proof Let ^o be a smooth function with the following properties: 
1) 0 < #o < 1, 
2) *ok/x\tf = 0, and 
3) ^o\u\ux =1. 

We set ^i = 1 — ^o- Let VQ and Vi be Bott connections on Ux and U, respectively. 
Precisely speaking, it is necessary to consider refinements of the covering {Ux, U} in 
the following arguments. But we omit it for simplify the exposition. 
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Define a global connection V^ by V* = (1 - #o)Vo + tfoVi. Note that if V = 
{Vo, Vi} is a basic X-connection, then V9 is a global basic X-connection. Let (9 

be the connection form of V^ with respect to e, and set (9 = (—27r\/^T)~1C5, then 
Heitsch's residue is by definition the compact support cohomology class represented 
by C9 A (d(9)q. Now by definition (3 = {/?oi}, where An = Ci - Co- Define a Cech de 
Rham (0, l)-cochain (*/3) by (V0) = {*o/3oi, ~*i/?oi}, then D^fp) = -/? + d(tf/?) 
and C^ = Co + ^o(Ci-Co) = Ci-tti(Ci-Co). Hence C9 = C+W), where C = {Co,'Ci}, 
and Ba(V, e) = C U (dC + P)q = (9U (dC + P)q because (*/?) U (dC + P)q = 0 by degree 
reason in the normal direction. Set UJ = (9 U A(^)((dC + d(*/3))9, (dC + /3)9), then 
d(9 U A(^)((dC + d(yf3))q, (dC + /3)9) = 0 again by the degree reason. It follows that 
DLJ = (9 U (d(9)q — Bq(y,e). Since suppo; C C/Q fl 17i, these cocycles define the same 
compact support cohomology class. □ 

The following corollary originally due to Heitsch shows that the residue has a 
close relationship with the holonomy of leaves. 

COROLLARY 3.7. Let T be the foliation of S1 x Cq induced by the vector field T = 

— + X1Z177— H hXaZa-—. where t and z = (zi, • • • ,za) are the natural coordinates 
at ozi dzq 

of R and Cq, respectively, and S1 is considered as R/Z.  Let X = SiZi— !-••• + 
OZi 

.— ande = e2'K^::ikt—- A • • • A — 
OZq OZi OZq 

SqzqlT- and e = e27ry/:iIkt-Er- A • • • A -^-^ where k G Z. Then 

resBq^j7, A,e) = I      ^ — k )     4    dt    mod Z. 
27rx/zT /        <Ji • • • Sl UQ 

REMARK 3.8. Heitsch proved a more general formula that involves the Grothen- 
dieck residue (Theorem 3.1 of [18]), which is also valid in our case after mod-Z reduc- 
tion. 

4. Relation to Differential characters. There is another representation of 
the Bott class which helps us to study the properties of the Bott class as a Differential 
character. Let e = {e*} be a family of local trivializations of — K? and let {5r?} be 
a family of local functions such that e* = 5^6^. Let V6 a globally well-defined Bott 
connection, and Vu be a globally ^well-defined unitary connection for some Hermitian 
metric of — Kjr.   We denote by Q and rji the connection form of V6 and Vu with 

dot 
respect to e^, respectively.   These connection forms satisfy 5£ = 5rj = —-^-.   We 

a 

normalize these cochains as in the previous sections:  £ =  7=C> V —  7=^' 
_ 27rv—1 27rv—1 

Cochains which involve 5 are also normalized in the same way as in Section 2. We 
now introduce the following differential forms: 
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DEFINITION 4.1. Set 

7b r7u\ 
u1(V\Vu)=C-ri = ^==(<:-V), 

^(v", vu) = Ul(v
6, v") - u1(w

b, v«) = (c - 0 - (17 - n), 

We define two (2q + l)-forms by 

5,(V6,Vtt) 

= u1(V
b, Vu) U (c^V6)9 + cf-^V^dCV") + • • • + c^V")9) 

=(C -»?) U ((dC)9 + (#)«-> + • • • + (rfj?)'), and 

IBq(V
b,Vu) 

=(2v^T)-1wi(V6, V") U (cxCV6)9 + CiCVft)9-1^*) + • • • + ^(V5)') 

=(2v^i)-1 ((c - 0 - (v - v)) u ((dc)'+(dcr-'dc+■■■ + (dcr). 

Note that these differential forms are independent of the choice of local trivializations. 
Note also that Lemma 2.12 shows that ci(Vb) represents the image of ci(—Kjr) in 
#2(M; C). This is also the case for ci(Vn) because D((r] - log a)) = ci(Vu) + 8rj + 

^-e = ci(vtt)-e. 
a 

The following fact is well-known. 

THEOREM-DEFINITION 4.2. IBq{Vh,Vu) represents a class in H2q^1(M]R) in- 
dependent of the choice of connections and of the choice of Hermitian metrics on —Kj?. 
This class is called the imaginary part of the Bott class and denoted by IBq^). 

REMARK 4.3. The class IBq^) was first defined in [5]. In our previous papers, 
the class £q{3F) = -2IBq{T) is used. 

LEMMA 4.4. The differential form Bq(Vb, Vu) determines a C-valued differential 
character which is independent of V6. 

Proof As Bq(V
b, Vu) is a globally well-defined (2q + l)-form, it determines a 

C-valued differential character. Let V6 be another Bott connection and denote by 
C the normalized local connection forms, then £' — £ is a global 1-form of transverse 
type-(l, 0). We set for two 2-forms u and /i 

(w, n)k = ujk + u^"1 U /jb + • • • + /A 

Set p = (C - 77) U (C - C) U («, dC)*"1 + «, dC)*-2 U ^ + •. • + (drj)*-1), then 
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noticing that (£' — rj) and ((' — () are globally well-defined, 

Dp 

= -{C'-Tl)U ((dC)q + (dC')g-1 Udr, + --- + (dr,)") 

+ (c - v) u my + (dcy-1 u ^+• • •+(dr,)") 
+ (C-OU(d£-dV)\j{(d(;',d<:)q-1 + (dC,d{)q-2Udr1+--- + (dr,y-1). 

Hence 

Bq(y
b',Vu)-Bq{V

b,Vu) + Dp 

=(C - V) U ((dC')'7 + (dC')*-1 U dr, + • • • + (<&,)«) 

- (C - r?) U ((dC)9 + (dC)9"1 U dr, + ■ ■ ■ + (dr,)") 
+ Dp 

=(C - V) U m)" + (dC)"-1 Udr, + .-- + (dr,)") 

- (C - r,) U ((dC)9 + (dQ"-1 Udr, + ... + (dr,)") 

+ (C - 0 U « - dij) U («, dC)9-1 + (dC, dQ"-2 Udr, + --- + (dr,)"'1). 

On the other hand, 

(dC' - dr,) U («, dC)9"1 + (dC, dC)"'2 Udr, + --- + (dr,)"-1) 

=(dC')9 - (dv)" + ((dC)9-1 - (dv)"-1) U dC + ■ ■ ■ + « - dr?) U (dC)'"1. 

Thus 

Bq(V
b',Vu)-Bq(V

b,Vu) + Dp 

=(C' - 0 u ((dC)" + (dC)"-1 U dC + ■ ■ • + (dQ") , 

which is equal to zero because of the transversal degree. As exact forms are zero as 
differential characters, we are done. □ 

We need another differential character. 

DEFINITION 4.5. Let Tq(V
u,e) be the Cech-de Rham cochain given by the for- 

mula 

=(77-loga:)Uci(Vu)<7 

+ eu(77-loga)Uci(Vu)<?-1 

+ ••• 
+ e9U(77-loga). 

REMARK 4.6. Suppose that V6 happens to be equal to Vu, then Bq(V
b, VM) = 0 

and Tq(V
u, e) = Tq(Wb). This is indeed the case if J7 is transversely Hermitian. 

LEMMA 4.7. Tq(Vu,e) determines an R/Z-valued differential character via in- 
tegration of Lehmann. As a differential character, Tg(Vu,e) is independent of the 
choice of e. 
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Proof. First, Tg(Vu,e) determines a C/Z-valued differential character because 
DTq(Vu, e) = -ci(Vu)9+1 + e9+1. Let e and e' be two families of local trivializations 
of — Kjr, then we may assume that e^ = giei for some non-zero function gi. We define 
af = {a'ij} by requiring e£ = 5^^, then 5^- = QiCtijgJ1. Hence there is a collection 
i/ = {vij} of integers such that log a' — log a = — (—27r\/—T)~15\ogg-\-v. By following 
a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 2.16, 2), one can show that T9(V

U, e) and 
Tg(V

u, e') determine the same differential character. Now we choose e as a collection 
of local normal basis, then 77 — rj = 0, log a — log a = 0 and ci(Vu) = ci(Vn). Hence 
Tg(Vu, e) is l?/Z-valued. D 

DEFINITION 4.8. Let V6 be a Bott connection, Vu be a unitary connection for 
some Hermitian metric on — K? and e be a trivialization. We denote by Bq{!F^Vu) 
and Tq(V

u) the differential character determined by B9(V
6,VU) and by Tg(V

u,e), 
respectively. 

REMARK 4.9. Note that Tq(V
u) is determined only by -K? and Vu, and is 

independent of the foliation J7 itself. 

These differential characters and the Bott class are related as follows: 

PROPOSITION 4.10. ^(J7, V^+T^V") is in fact an element ofH2q+1(M; C/Z) 
and coincides with the Bott class. 

Proof. This will follow by checking that Bq^J7, Vu) +T9(V
U) satisfies the charac- 

terization of the Bott class in Definition 2.8. But we give a direct proof for later use. 
First, 

Bq(V
b,Vu) + Tq(V

u,e) 

=(C " V) U ((dC)« + (dO^dv + • • • + (dv)q) 
+ (ri-loga)U(dri)q 

+ G U (77 - log a) U (drj)^1 

+ ••• 
+ QqU{r)-loga). 

Set 

wjb =6^ U C U v U ((dC)9"^"1 + (dC)q-k-2drj + • • ■ + (rfry)^^1) 

+ 6^ U log a U (C - 77) U (W*"1 + (dCy-^dr] + • • • + (d^)9-*-1) , 

then 

Dw* =efc U (77 U d( - C U ^77) U (W*"1 + (dC)q-k-2drj + • •. + (dq)*-*-1) 

+ Gfc U — U (C - r?) U ((dC)9-*"1 + {dQo-^dr) + • • • + (di/)*-*-1) 

- efc u — u (C - T?) u ((dC)9-*-1 + (dC)«-fc-2rfi/ + • • • + to)9-*-1) 

+ efc+1 U (C - T?) U ((dC)'"*"1 + (dOq~k-2dr) + ■■■ + (dr])
q-k-1) 

- ek U log a U ((d<)5"fc - (dr?)
9-,s) . 
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It is easy to verify that 

Bq(V\ Vn) + Tq(V
u, e) + Duo + • • • + IH-i = Bq(V\ e). D 

5. Codimension-one case. In [2], we defined another type of residue for 
IBq^). The definition is based on the fact that we may assume V6 = Vu if J7 

is transversely Hermitian, that is, T admits a holonomy invariant Hermitian metric. 
This residue is known to coincide with Heitsch's one if the complex codimension is 
equal to one (Theorem 5.9 of [2]). As in Section 3, we assume that there is a trivial- 
ization of — K? on an open set. Then a residue which is the same type as in [2] can 
be defined as follows: 

DEFINITION 5.1. Suppose that there is an open set U on which F is transversely 
Hermitian and —K? admits a trivialization ey. Let V be a neighborhood of M \ [/, 
and U' be a neighborhood of M \ V. Let V6 and Vn be a Bott connection and a 
unitary connection such that V6 = Vu on [/', and e be a family of trivialization of 
—Kp which coincides with eu on U'. We set 

res^(^e) = [Bq{V\ V") + r,(W)] £ tf^+^C/Z). 

One can show that res *Bq(J
:, e) is independent of the choice of connections and 

transverse Hermite structure by considering families of connections and metrics (cf. 
[2]). This argument is standard and we omit it. 

Note that we can find a holonomy invariant trivialization of — Kp on U. Since the 
complex codimension of P is equal to one, this trivialization can be seen as a F-vector 
field, which we denote by X. 

Then, in fact, we have the following: 

THEOREM 5.2. // the complex codimension of T is equal to one, then the two 
residues are the same, namely, 

Tes*vBq(F,e) = iesBq(F,X,e) G ffc
2g+1(F;C/Z). 

In particular, the residue depends on FIUXJ where Ux is as in the previous section, 
but not on the particular choice of X. 

Proof. Choose a basic-X connection Vx as a Bott connection V6, where we as- 
sume that Vx is globally defined. Then Vx = V6 can be seen as a unitary connection 
for an appropriate Hermitian metric on — Kjr defined by using X (see the proof of 
Theorem 5.9 of [2]). Noticing that cochains UJ^ in the proof of Proposition 4.10 is 
equal to zero if V6 = Vu, we see that the two cocycles B(VX, Vx) + T(Vx,e) and 
Bq(V

x, e) determine the same element of JI^+^V; C/Z). The last statement follows 
from the fact that res yB^F, e) is independent of X. D 

There is a structure theorem for transversely holomorphic foliations of complex 
codimension one due to Ghys, Gomez-Mont and Saludes. We quote it in a reduced 
form: 

THEOREM 5.3 [16]. Let T be a transversely holomorphic foliation of a closed 
manifold M, of complex codimension one. Then there is a unique decomposition of 
M into three parts M = FQ U FL U J such that T restricted to FQ U FL is transversely 
Hermitian and T restricted to FL is transversely Lie, where FQ is an open set called 
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the wandering Fatou component, FL is the union of the rest of the Fatou components 
(and thus an open set), and J is a closed set called the Julia component. 

Since transversely Lie foliations are naturally transversely Hermitian and they 
admit holonomy invariant trivializations of —K?, we have the following weak version 
of Dummy's theorem [10]: 

COROLLARY 5.4. The Bott class is determined by the germ of the foliation at 
FQ U J. Particularly if FQ U J is empty, then the Bott class is trivial. 

6. Futaki Invariant. Let M be a compact complex manifold of complex dimen- 
sion q. The Futaki invariant is a group homomorphism from Aut(M) to C/Z, where 
Aut(M) denotes the group of biholomorphic diffeomorphisms of M. It is defined as 
follows. First, let J7^ be the suspension of a as in Example 2.4. 

DEFINITION 6.1 [14]. Set 

F(a) = (Bq(Ft,),[M„]), 

where jE?g(.7v) is the Bott class of Jv and [M^] is the fundamental cycle of Ma. 

Recall now that the Bott class is decomposed as Bq+Tq as a differential character. 
This decomposition is quite natural when Futaki invariant is discussed. As we are 
concerned with mapping tori such as M^, there is a natural choice of connections. 
Namely, under the notations in [14], we may choose Bott and unitary connections 
as V6 = h^dht and Vu = h^dht + ^h^dtht (which are the same choice as in 
[14]). It follows that ui(V6,Vu) = (2c)-1dtloght and that ci(V6) = ci(Vu) = 
c^Bdloght mod dt, where c = —27rv/-l. In this case, Bq(V

h, Vn) is \/—LR-valued 
because Bq{V

b, Vn) = ^c'^^dtloght) A (dd\oght)q. On the other hand, Tq{V
u) 

is R/Z-valued by Lemma 4.7. Therefore, the decomposition Bq = Bq + Tq gives the 
decomposing of Bq into real and imaginary parts. 

In view of this fact, we introduce the following 

DEFINITION 6.2. A transverse unitary connection Vu on —Kp is said to be 
adapted if S9(V

6, Vu) is v^-R-valued. 

We have the following 

THEOREM 6.3. Let M, a, MCT and Fa as above. LetVu be any transverse unitary 
connection for some Hermitian metric on —Kj?. Suppose that Vu is adapted, then 
Bqi^Fa, Vu) andTq(y

u) respectively determine differential characters independent of 

the choice of metric and Vu. In fact, i?g(.Fff, V") = ^f^llmBq^) and Tq(V
u) = 

ReBqifr). 

Proof It follows from Proposition 4.10 that Bg(Jv, Vu) + Tq(V
u) is the same 

as Bq^cr) as C/Z-valued differential characters. As Tq(V
u) is always a ii/Z-valued 

differential character by Lemma 4.7, the assertion is just a consequence of Definition 
6.2. D 

An integration formula for the imaginary part of F is well-known [14]. It is still 
difficult to deduce an effective integration formula for the real part of F, but we have 
the following formula: 
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COROLLARY 6.4. //Vw is adapted, then 

F(a)= [    3^,)= I   Tq(V
u) + V=l[    IBq(r*), 

where the integration of i?g(J>) andTq(SJu) is in the sense of Lehmann. The second 
equality gives the decomposition of F into the real and imaginary parts. 

REMARK 6.5. One can verify that the formula given in [14] can be obtained from 
the integration fM IBq^a). An advantage of this expression is that one need not 
prepare globally well-defined connections, which will often involve a partition of unity. 
Note that IBg(Jv) depends on ^v but Tq depends only on —K^. More precisely, 
we need the Bott connection in order to define IB^Fa). As the Bott connection 
can be seen as the differentiation along the leaves, one can say that IBq^J7^) reflects 
dynamical properties of a. On the other hand, Tq(V

u) is less dependent on Bott 
connection and thus on the dynamical properties of a. 

Corollary 6.4 has some other corollaries, which might be well-known for special- 
ists. The first one is a consequence of the second expression. 

COROLLARY 6.6. Suppose that a G Aut(M) preserves a Hermitian metric on M, 
then F(a) G R/Z. This is the case if M is Kdhler and a is a Kdhler automorphism. 

Proof. Note that in this case we may assume that V6 = Vn, because the foliation 
Jv is transversely Hermitian. It follows that iBg(Jr

cr) = 0. □ 

The first expression has the following 

COROLLARY 6.7. Let a G Aut(M). Suppose that the canonical bundle KM is 
trivial as a smooth bundle and that there is a non-vanishing holomorphic vector field 
invariant under the action of a, then F(a) = 0. 

Proof. As KM is trivial the terms concerning log a and 0 vanish, because Kj? is 
the pull-back of KM- On the other hand, by the invariance, the vector field X induces 
a r1-vector field Xa- on Ma. Hence the rest of the cocycle given in Definition 2.13 also 
vanishes. D 

We do not know what this corollary suggests in the non-Kahler category. An 
example of a family of non-Kahler manifolds with vanishing F is given in Example 
7.6. 

We have some remarks 

REMARK 6.8. 
1) The first expression in Corollary 6.4 means that the Putaki invariant can be 

calculated by using local objects such as local connections, etc. In particular, one 
can consider the following situation: let <J G Aut(M) and suppose that M contains a 
cr-invariant open set U on which a is of the form a\u = expX for some vector field 
X on U. In such a case, let V be a neighborhood of M \ U and take a refinement of 
the covering {£/, V}. As Bq^Ta) can be calculated in terms of local objects, we can 
calculate B^T^u by using the vector field X. This fact will be used in calculations 
of examples. 

2) As H2q+2(M(T; Z) — {0} by dimension reason, there is a lift F(a) valued in 
C obtained by considering a lift of B^a) in iJ29+1(M;C). Indeed, Tsuboi showed 
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under a certain assumption that a formula of the form ^(cr) = (1/2)77  mod Z holds 
(Theorem 2.5 in [24]). Thus the 77-invariants can be considered as the lift in this case. 

7. Examples. We begin by checking Corollary 3.7 when the complex codimen- 
sion is equal to one or two. 

EXAMPLE 7.1. Let T be the foliation of S1 x C induced by the vector field T\ 
defined by 

where S'1 is considered as R/Z, and £, z are the natural coordinates of R, C, respec- 
tively. We denote by D the closed unit disc in C. 

Let X = 5z—, then X is a T-vector field for f.   Set Ux = S1 x 2eD and 
az 

U = S1 x (C \ eD), and adopt e = e^-S^to— as a trivialization of — K?, where 
oz 

dz 
k G Z. A basic X-connection is given by Vo = — (A — 2/Ky/—[k)dt and Vi = . It 

dz 
follows that log a = 0 and /? = (c~1X-\-k)dt—c~1 —, where c = —27ry/—l. By definition 

z 

Bi(V, e) = -(c-^ + k)dt U ( (c-^ + k)dt - c"1— 1, which is the differential form 

dz 
—c~1(c~1A -f k)dt A — defined on Ux n U.   It is easy to see that the integration 

z 
dz 

of J3i(V,e) along the fiber of S1 x Ux -* S1 is given by S-c^ic^X + k)dt A — 
z 

mod Z, where the integral path (circle) is chosen in Ux H U. This is clearly equal to 

 y=X[dt]  mod Z, and is independent of 5. It is also independent of k in this case. 
27ry/— 1 

EXAMPLE 7.2. Consider the foliation of S1 x C2 defined by the vector field 

T = — + A1Z1- h A2^2-^—• 
at ozi 0Z2 

Let X = 61Z1— h ^2^2 7^—? and let [/x and (7 as in Example 7.1 but D is now 
OZi dZ2 

the unit ball in C2.  We adopt e = e27rv/^-/ct-r— A —— as a global trivialization of 
OZi        dZ2 

—Kjr.  A basic X-connection is given by Vo = (27ry/^lk — (Ai -1- A2)) dt and Vi = 
(27ry/-ik - (Ai -f A2)) dt - (^ + ($2)0;, where 

^ = —72 kil   +1^1    V^i 52 \5i 62 J     J 

It follows that p = — (Si + (^2)^ and that 

£2(V,e) 

= c-3 (27rvc:TA; - (Ai + A2)) dt U (-(Ji + &)<«>) U (-(<5i + fejciw) 

= c-3 (27rVClfc - (Ai + A2)) (<5i + Sz^dt UwUdu) 

= - c-3 (iTtV-lk - (Ai + A2)) ($1 + 62)2dt AwAdw, 
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which is a 4-form defined on Ux n 17, where c = 27r\/—T. After some calculations, one 
sees that 

u AcL;|{|;8l|2+|:B2|2=c2}   mod  dt 

(zidzi A dz2 A dz2 + ^2^2 A dzi A d^i), 

is — 
^1^2 

of 51 x D —> 51 is given by 

and its integration is 7-7-. Therefore, the integration of TesB2(J7,X) along the fiber 
M2 

V 

Note that it does depend on X and k. 

The Futaki invariant is calculated as follows: 

EXAMPLE 7.3 Let {Vb,^,!^} be the usual open covering of CP2, that is, let 
[to : ti : £2] be the homogenous coordinate and set Vi = {ti ^ 0}. Let (21,22)? (uiiu2) 
and (#1, #2) denote the coordinate of Vb, Vi and V2, respectively. We blow up CP2 at 
the origin of VQ, namely, let C2 = {((21,22), [ti : £2]) | ^1^2 — £2^1 = 0} be C2 blown 

up at the origin and replace VQ by C2. Denote by CP2 the resulting manifold and by 

p : CP2 —* CP2 the natural projection. 
Consider now the vector field X\ on C2 defined by 

X\ = A121- h A222T;—> 
a^i a22 

which is lifted to CP2 as follows. Let Ui = {((21,22), [^1 : ^2]) € C2 I ^ ^ oj, then 

t/i = C2. Indeed, the mapping ipi : Ui —> C2 defined by ^(((21,22), [ti : £2])) = 
(zi,t2/ti) and <p2 : ^2 -> C2 defined by ^(((21,22), [ti : £2])) = fahfa) give the 
identifications. Let (ai, 02) and (61,62) be the coordinates of the targets of ipi and ¥2, 
respectively. Denote by L the inclusion of C2 \ {0} to C2, and by ti the composition 
(fiiO L, then 

ti*XA = Aifli-r— + (A2 - Ai)a2^— and 
oai da2 

t<2*X\ = A26137- + (Ai - A2)&2-Hr"- 
obi ob2 

Remark that L^
1
 
OLi(aiia2) = (aia2il/a2) and t^1 0^2(^1,^2) = (b^A/fa)- Remark 

also that 

oai      62 aoi 00,2 obi 962 

where we omitted to write (L^
1
 o i^ . 

On Vi and V2, the vector field X\ is given by 

d d 
- Ai^i^ h (A2 - Ai)u2-5— on T^i, and 

OUi dU2 

- M^i- h (Ai - A2)x2^— on V2. 
OXi 0x2 
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Let a be the automorphism of CP2 induced by X\ and denote by Tc the corre- 

sponding foliation of CP2,?, then Jv restricted to S1 x C2 is spanned by the vector 

field T = — + Xx. Set Y = dizi-p— + 52^2TT-. then Y is a T-vector field for Fa. 
at azi dz2 

d       d 
Finally, let eo = ^— A ——, then eo is a trivialization of —Kj:a outside EUC, where 

OZi       dZ2 
E = p""1([l : 0 : 0]) is the exceptional fiber and C = CP1 is the line at infinity. 

Let Wi be open sets defined as follows: 

Wt = {(*i, Z2) 4e?<M2 + M2< 4e?j' 
^i = {(^i,Z2)|e?<|z1|

2 + |z2|
2<9ef}, 

W;2 = {(ai,a2)||ai| <e2, M < 1 + £3} , 

W3 = {(6i,63)||6i|<e2, |62|<l + e3}, 

WA = {(*i, ̂ 2) ^2<kil2 + NI2< *}• 
W^s = {{xi,X2)\\xi\ <e2, |a;2| < H-63}, 

We = {(^1,1*2) I l^iI < 62, |^2|<l + e3}, 

where ei and 63 are small positive numbers. We may assume by appropriately choosing 

62 that Wi, W2 and W3 cover the set p~l l< (^1,^2)   ki|   + l^l   < Se? M and that 

W4, W5 and We cover the set i (21,22)  ki|2 + k2|2 > ^ | U C. 

Let e = {ei} be the family of local trivializations given by setting 

0        d 

a^i     9^2 
9   A   

9 

aai     aa2 
d 0 

e5 == ^— A^—' axi     ax2 

e3~ db1
Adb2' 

___d_    _d_ 
dui     du2 

These local trivializations are related by the formulae 

1   d       d 

ai oa\     00,2 
d 

1A    A 
61 dbi     db2 

-     3-A A A_ — 3_^_ A A_ 
1dxi     3x2 1dui     du2 

The connection form of a basic y-connection with respect to e = {e^} is given as 
follows: 

Co = -(Ai + \2)db - (<Ji + feV, 

Ci = C4 = -(Ai+A2)d*, 

l2 = -\2dt, Ca = -Aidt, 

£5 = -(Ai - 2A2)cft, Ce = (2Ai - A2)^, 
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where 

u = 
ki|2 + N2 V*i' 

The family of functions 5 is now as follows: 

5i2 = aj"1,    Sis = -fcl"1'    ^23 ^ ~&2, 

^45 = ^3, 5l46 = li3, ^56 = -V3, 

and 5^^ = 1 for other indices.  Consequently, the difference (3 of local connections is 
as follows: _        _ 

A>i = A)4 = (<Ji + 52)w, 
dGi S.«-.\^_*i 
ai 

db2 
bi' 

/323--(Ai-A2)^+       , 
02 

^45 = 3A2dt + 3—, ^e = SAidt + 3—, 
x u 

~ dv 
/356 = 3(A1 - A2)dt 4-3—, 

and ^j = 0 for other indices. 
Precisely speaking, it is necessary to take refinements of the covering in order to 

assure log a, etc., are well-defined. However, in order to simplify the exposition, we 
keep our covering and leave the details to the reader. 

The residue is now calculated as follows: first, we consider the neighborhood of 
the exceptional divisor E. The cocycle 52(V,e) restricted to {Wo, Wi} is equal to 

CU(dC + /3)2 

= c-3(-(Ai + \2)dt - 0*1 + 82) u) U (-(Si + 82) duj) U ((ft + 82) u>) 

= c"3(Ai + A2)(<Ji. 4- 82)2dt UdwUuj 

= - c~3(Ai + A2)(<Ji 4- 82)*dt AuAdu, 

which is a 3-form defined on < (zi, Z2) \zi\ 4- \z2\ = 46^ 15 where c — 2'Kyf^l. By tak- 

ing the orientation into account, we see that its integration is equal to -== — . 
27rv—1      0102 

We now look at the cocycle i?2(V,e) restricted to {Wi, W2, W3}. Noticing that 
dC, = 0 and that the only cochain involving dt is C, it suffices to consider the cochain 

Cu/324-eucu/?4-e2uc. 

Before beginning the integration, remark that the orientation is determined as follows: 
first, 

(t,ai,a2) ~ (t,ri,fli,r2,(92) ~ (-ri,t,0i,r2,02), 

where the sign ~ means that the orientations are the same, and (r^Oi) is the po- 
lar coordinate for the a^-plane. Second, (t,0i,r2,02) ~ (—r2»—*»0i>02)- Finally, 
(-t,el,82) - (-fix.-t,^) and (-t,^) ~ (-02, -t). Hence (-i,0i,02), (-t,02) and 
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—t are adopted as the positive orientations on the pieces of honey-comb cells. There- 
fore, the integration is calculated as follows: first, 

J<;ui32 = Jc-3 (-(Ai + A2)d0 U (Xtdt - ^) U (-(Ai - A2)di + ^\ 

Similarly, 

and 

A1+A2 
27rV^T' 

Jeu<;up = J-c-2• (+1) • (-x2dt) A (-^) 

= -c-1.(+l)(-A2) 
A2 

27rv/=r 

Je2uc = Jc-1(+i)(-i)(-x1dt) 

27ry/^l' 

Hence the integration of the residue at E along S1 is equal to     . 
27Ty— 1 

The residue at C is calculated in a similar way. By passing from WQ to W4, we 

obtain the value 7=-^—— . The rest of the integration is calculated as 
27rv—1      O1O2 

qAi+A2       A1-2A2     Q~
2
^I+A2_Q 

27rVc:T        27rVr=T 27rV^T    ~   ' 

where each term is calculated as in Example 7.2.   Summing up, we obtained the 
following equations: 

p^   v   ,        f\i+\2(51+52)
2  ,  2(A1+A2)^1 

res52(^,y,e)c = -^^^N, 
27rv-l      O1O2 

where [dt] and   CP2
(T   denote the fundamental cocycles. 

EXAMPLE 7.4.   [15, Proposition 4.3] We continue with the setting of Example 

7.3.   Set Ai = A2 = —-—, then the holonomy of J7 is given by the mapping 
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[ZQ : zi : Z2} *-> [ZQ : e z~ Zi : e 3" ^2]. We denote by g this mapping. Let 

gi = [1 : 1 : 0], 02 = [1 : 0 : 1] and p = [1 : 1 : 1] and consider the blow up M of CP2 

at the nine points gl(qi), gl(q2), 9l(Q3)^ i = 0,1? 2, then # induces an automorphism # 
of M. It is not hard to see that the effect of blowing up at these points on B2(Jrg) is 

4 — 
Z-valued. Hence F(g) = /^^(^g) = fM ^C^) = ,. Note that M is no longer 

9 9 o 
Fano as is already mentioned in [15]. 

EXAMPLE 7.5. [24, section 3] Let M be the manifold obtained by blowing up CP2 

at [0 : 1 : 0]. Let gxll\2 be the automorphism of M induced by the diagonal matrix 
whose diagonal entries are (1, eAl,e*2), viewed as an element of PGL(3; C). Then out 
of the exceptinal divisors, the situation is the same as in Example 7.3 and thus we may 
apply the same argument. Noticing that [0 : 1 : 0] is the origin of the ix-plane on which 

the vector field T is equal to — Ai^i-r KA2—^I)^2T:—» we see by repeating the same 
OUi dU2 

argument that the integration of the residue at the exceptional fiber over [0:1:0] 
—2Ai + A2    TT          .               _, ,_        N —2Ai+4A2r,,        T 

takes the value 2 .—   .   Hence, in total, -02(^0^   ^ ) =  1=—M0.   x   . 
27rv/ZT                                             9 1% 2 27rx/^T    L   9Xl^ 

Now F(g\1,\2) = JM         B2(Jr\1,\2) is calculated as follows: 
*»AlfA2 

(Ai,A2) F(gXlM) 

P 
2 

(27r V-T/p, 47r V-l/p) 

(27rV^l/p,0) 

(O^TTV^/P) 

(-27rVcT/p, -27rVCl/p) 

P 
J_ 
P 

_2^ 

P 

Note that the values F(gxli\2) are additive with respect to (Ai,A2).   It is also a 
consequence of the fact that the Putaki invariant is a group character. 

The Futaki invariant can be defined even in the non-Kahler category. There is a 
vanishing result for a certain class of such manifolds. 

THEOREM 7.6.   The Futaki invariant of S2™'1 x S271"1 with complex structures 
^ constructed in [20] is trivial if ^ is linear. 

Proof. The complex structure ^on S2™'1 x 52n_1 is induced by a certain vec- 
tor field £ which has a isolated singularity at the origin.   If £ is of the form £ = 
m+n+l Q 

J2    AiZiTj—, then the structure ^is said to be linear (or diagonal). Under appro- 
t=l OZi 

priate assumptions on Aj, the standard embedding of S2™-1 x 52n-1 is transverse to 
£, and thus a complex structure is induced. 

m g n Q 
Let 77 be the vector field given by 77 = X) A* 2*- X) ^m+i^m+j^ » then 77 

induces a non-vanishing holomorphic vector field on S2Tn~l x S2n~l because [£,77] = 0 
and f, 77 are linearly independent on Cm+n \ (Cm x {0} U {0} x Cn).   Noticing 
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that the canonical bundle K^n-ixs2™-1^ 'ls differentiably trivial for H2^2™'1 x 
gin-i. Z} _ Q^ We see that F is trivial by Corollary 6.7. □ 

REMARK 7.7. The complex structure ^of S2™"1 x 52n^1 is known to be non- 
Kahler for generic A* [20]. 

Finally, we review some examples of complex codimension-one foliations found in 
[7] and [16] (cfc [2]). 

EXAMPLE 7*8. Let X\ as in Example 7.3. Assume that A1A2 ^ 0 and that A1/A2 
is not a negative real number. Then it is known that X\ is transversal to S3* Hence 
X\ induces a transversely holomorphic foliation JFx of S3, of complex codimension 

one. It is well-known that B^x) = ^1 + A^ [S3] € ^3(53; C/Z). 
A1A2 

Let Ci and C2 be the closed leaves of !F\ passing through (1)0) and (0,1), re- 
_   d _   d 

spectively.   Set e — ^-A2^2Tr- + Ai^i-?—, then e is a trivialization of —K?.*   On 
azi dz2 

the other hand, let Y be the vector field defined by Y = SiZi^— 4- SOZSTT-) where 
azi dz2 

X1S2 - A^^i 7^ 0) then Y is a trivialization of -K^ on 53 \ {Ci U C2}.   By using 
Example 7.1> we see that niiesBi^x^X^e) — (A2/Ai)[Ci] H- (Ai/As)^], where m 
denotes the Thorn isomorphism, i.e. 7t\ : H3(Di]C/Z) ^ ^(C^C/Z), where A is 
a small disc bundle over C*. Thus Bi{!F\) — L^iesB^Tx^X^e). The imaginary part 
of this equation is shown in [2]. 

EXAMPLE 7.9. Examples 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) in [2] are also valid even if we take 
the real part into account. Let X be a holomorphic vector field on C2 of the form 

where P and Q are polynomials in Zi and Z2 which have no common factors. Such a 
vector field defines a holomorphic foliation of CP2 with isolated singularities which 
consist of a finite number of points, say, {pi, • • • ,Pn}' We assume that these singular- 
ities are of Poincare type, namely, the eigenvalues of the linear part DX of X at each 
singular point are independent over R. Under these assumptions, we can choose for 
each i a small open neighborhood Ui of Pi diffeomorphic to a ball so that the vector 
field X induces non-singular transversely holomorphic foliations (in fact, flows) JF* 

of the spheres Sf appearing as the boundary of £/*. We set Xn = CP2 \ [ (J Ui ), 

then by taking the double of Xn we obtain a 4-dimensional manifold Mn equipped 
with a transversely holomorphic foliation ^r. We denote by ^ the natural inclusion 
of 53 to Mn, then Fi coincides with the pull-back of J7 by Li. It is classically known 
that the Bott classes Botti(^) of such foliations of 53 are well-defined and that they 
are calculated as the residues of c2 in the sense of Heitsch (more properly of Bott). 
These residues are written in terms of the Grothendieck residue, as was mentioned 
after Corollary 3.7 (see [4], also [18]). Indeed, Example 7.8 is a special case of this 
construction. We denote by resc2(pi,X) the residue of cf at pi. It is also shown in 

[4] that £ resc2(^,X) = c?(TCP2 - X), where TCP2 - X is the virtual bundle. 
i=l 
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As Botti(jri) is well-defined, J5i(^) = xesc2(pi,X)  mod Z holds.   Hence the sum 
n 
J2 Bx^i) is equal to zero as an element of C/Z. 
2=1 

The rest of the argument is completely parallel. We can find by using the Meyer- 

Vietoris exact sequence a mapping r = 07* : ©iJ3(5f;C/Z) -^ HA{CP2\C/Z) 

such that Hs{Mn]C/Z) ^ kerr ^ (C/Z)71-1 if n > 1. Recalling that £ B^) = 
i=i 

0 in C/Z, the n-tuple (Bi^i),--- jBi^n)) naturally determines an element of 
#3(Mn;C/Z) which is equal to Bi(^).   If n = 1, then i?3(Mi;C/Z) = 0 and 
thus Bi^T) must be trivial. 

For example, consider again the vector field X\ on C2 given by the formula 

X\ = Ai^i-^ h A222^—, 
OZi OZ2 

and assume that A1A2 ^ 0 and that A1/A2 ^ U. Then the foliation of CP2 induced 
from this vector field has three singular points pi : [0 : 0 : 1], P2 : [0 : 1 : 0] and 
p3 : [1 : 0 : 0]. Let 5f, Sf and Sf be the corresponding spheres. According to 
Example 7.8, 

i«*>-(£+£)™,« 

ft(«-(-35^r-^)"** 
NotethatnfS^^Ol + r^S^^O+TlB,^)). (-j^) + (-5^) = 1 s 0 in 

C/Z. These values clearly reflect the fact that the Julia component of f corresponding 
to ^ of Bi^i) approaches to ps and yields again the same value to B^Ts). The 
same is true for other Julia components. The class B^J7) is given by the triple 
(BiOFi^BiOT^), ^1(^*3)) via the mapping r. 
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